
8D7N EVERGREEN ITALY TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/8d7n-evergreen-italy-tour

DAY 01 : ARRIVAL AT AIRPORT - ROME

Meet and greet upon arrival and proceed directly to your Hotel Check in Hotel. Rest

of the day free at leisure to explore Rome attractions on your own. Overnight at the

Hotel.

DAY 02 : ROME ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Enjoy a Full Day Hop on Hop Off Rome. See it all on a Rome

hop-on hop-off bus tour, and learn about the Italian capital as you go. Show your

ticket as you board your Rome tour bus, and then hop on and off at any of the eight

stops around town. See the Colosseum where gory gladiatorial battles once took

place, and have your camera ready for Piazza Venezia, home to the Vittorio

Emanuele II Monument. Throw a coin into the Trevi Fountain for luck, or stretch

your legs on a walk through Vatican City. The full loop lasts between 1.5 and 2

hours, and audio commentary is provided for each sight you pass. We can offer

Skip-the-Line Tickets to Palatine Hill, the Roman Forum and Colosseum: Upgrade to

include fast-track admission to three of Rome’s top attractions (Check with our

reservations team). Explore Rome’s countless delights. Overnight at the Hotel.

DAY 03 : ROME - FLORENCE - PISA - FLORENCE ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Check out of the Hotel. Departure transfer to train station to

connect train to Florence (Standard Train Travel Included). Arrive and transfer to

your Hotel. Check into the Hotel. Your tour departs at 1400hrs. Proceed for a

Guided Tour of Pisa and the Leaning Tower. Enjoy your journey through the Tuscan

countryside. Upon arriving in Pisa, follow your guide through Cathedral Square

(Piazza dei Miracoli) & The UNESCO-listed Leaning Tower of Pisa. You also see the

Pisa Baptistery and Duomo di Pisa, hearing the stories behind each architectural

gem as you walk. After the guided tour you have free time at your disposal to visit

by your own Knights' Square, the political epicentre of mediaeval Pisa and home to

Renaissance architecture, marble statues, and the esteemed Scuola Normale di Pisa.

You can also see the oldest Church in Pisa, the Church of San Sisto or just take

amazing pictures. Your tour concludes at the original departure point in central

Florence. Return to your hotel. Overnight at the Hotel.

DAY 04 : FLORENCE - VENICE ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Meet your guide in Central Florence.for your Walking Tour of Florence. From masterpieces of

Renaissance art to royal Medici intrigue, Florence is like a living history museum waiting to be explored. Uncover its

mediaeval secrets on this guided 2-hour walking tour of historic highlights including the Pitti Palace, Ponte Vecchio, Church

of Santa Croce, Piazza della Repubblica and the iconic Duomo. Hear your guide’s live narration clearly through an audio

headset, and stop at one of the city’s best ‘gelaterias’ for a scoop of ice cream. Explore the local streets on a walking tour

of the city Family friendly Informative, friendly and professional guide. Later in the afternoon at around 2pm departure

transfer to Florence Railway Station to connect your train to Venice St Lucia Station. (Standard Train Travel

Included)..Arrive in Venice and you will be transferred to your Hotel. Overnight at the Hotel.
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DAY 05 : VENICE ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Meet your guide near St Mark’s Square for your Walking Tour of

Venice with Gondola Ride. This walking tour of Venice provides an excellent

introduction to the city’s highlights and history, plus the classic Venetian experience of

riding in a gondola. Admire iconic Venetian landmarks such as the Teatro la Fenice

opera house, the Rialto Bridge and the mysterious spiral staircase of Scala del Bovolo.

After exploring the city’s romantic streets by foot, climb aboard a traditional gondola

boat for a romantic ride along the city’s famous canals. Navigated by a friendly

gondolier, cruise by spectacular historic structures along the Grand Canal and float

down smaller watery ways in the Fenice neighbourhood. Then, step back on solid

ground at the Dogana/Vallaresso Station in central Venice. Please note: The walking

tour does not include entry to the monuments. End of tour. You have some time to

explore Venice on your own in Venice. Your next tour will depart at 1400hrs. In the

afternoon you will proceed for a Visit to Torcello, Murano, and Burano—three islands

in the Venetian Lagoon with your guide. Your tour from Venice to Murano, Torcello,

and Burano begins as you board your motorboat and set off across the Venetian Lagoon

to your first stop, the island of Murano, which is actually several small isles dissected by

a wide canal. Disembark the boat to walk around Murano with your guide. Visit a glass

factory, where you watch a glassblower creating beautiful pieces of glassware, a

Murano tradition that dates back to 1291. Next, visit Torcello. Then visit Burano, an

island known for its lace production. Your tour then ends with the return boat ride to

Venice. Rest of the evening free at leisure. Overnight at the Hotel.

DAY 06 : VENICE - MILAN ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. There will be a departure transfer to the train station to

connect the train to Milan.(Standard Train Travel Included).Arrive and transfer to your

Hotel, Check into the Hotel. Rest of the afternoon you are free to explore Milan for

shopping. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 07 : MILAN ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Explore Milan on Hop-on Hop-off Tour. There are three bus routes to choose from, with more than 30

combined stops between them, so you can find a stop close to where you are and where you want to go. The route for Line A,

the red line, includes the Milan Duomo (Cathedral), the 14th-century Castello Sforzesco and the renowned La Scala opera house,

one of the most famous theatres in the world. The entire loop of Line A takes 90 minutes. The route for Line B, the blue line,

includes the skyscrapers of Palazzo Lombardia, the Porta Venezia (one of the historic city gates) and the Santa Maria delle Grazie

church, in which Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper” fresco can be seen. The route for Line C,the green line, includes the

massive San Siro football (soccer) stadium, the Monumental Cemetery and a stop near the shopping quarter around Via

Montenapoleone. With your hop-on hop-off ticket good for 24 hours. Explore Milan at your own pace, getting off the bus at any

stop you like to see an attraction or simply do some shopping. What’s more, the three routes mentioned are connected, so it’s no

trouble at all to switch from one to the other in order to cover more ground in the whole city of Milan. Overnight at the Hotel

DAY 08 : MILAN ( B )

Breakfast at the Hotel. Check out of the hotel by 1100hrs. Day free at leisure on your own until departure transfer to the

airport/train station



Validility : March 2024

PRICE PER PAX IN RM

HOTEL TOURIST CLASS FIRST CLASS DELUXE CLASS

TWIN SHARING RM 6860 RM 7850 RM 8445

TRIPLE SHARING RM 6780 RM 7765 RM 8315

SINGLE SUP RM 3000 RM 3240 RM 3825

SINGLE COUNTRY TOUR - ITALY - ROME - FLORENCE - PISA - VENICE - MILAN

CITY TOURIST CLASS FIRST CLASS DELUXE CLASS

Rome Hotel Montecarl Eurostars Saint John Hotel Hotel de la Ville

Florence Hotel Bretagna Heritage NH Firenze Helvetia & Bristol Hotel

Venice Hotel Scandinavia Best Western Cavalletto E Doge Hilton Molino Stucky Venice

Milan Ibis Milan Centre Best Western Hotel Felice Casati Melia Milan

INCLUDE EXCLUDE

• 7 Nights Accommodation

• Breakfast Daily

• Return Airport or Train Station Transfer on Private Basic

• Train Travel Rome/Florence/venice/Milan

• All tours on seat in coach basic as per itinerary

• International Airfare

• Personal Expenses

• Travel insurance

• Any surcharge applicable during that period

• Expenses of personal nature such as drinks, telephone,

laundry bills etc

• Compulsory Tips and poster charges

• Any other service/s not specified above



8D7N SIMPLY ITALY TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/8-days-7-nights-simply-italy

Day 1 Rome

Meet and greet upon arrival and proceed directly to your Hotel for check in by 1400hrs. Then you can start with Discover Rome

with Hop On Hop Off 48hours Ticket. There is no better way to see Rome than on a double-decker, hop-on hop-off bus! See top

Rome attractions on this comprehensive sightseeing tour, such as Vatican City, the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Tiber Island and

much more. The buses are open top which allows you to enjoy full 360 degree panoramic views as you travel along your route.

Hop on and off as many times as you like at any of the eight stops around Italy’s captivating capital city. One of the world’s most

compelling cities, Rome has more to see than most other capitals all put together. Layers of history have left the city with

architectural treasures scattered at every twist and turn, and its Baroque piazzas and ancient antiquities are a joy to behold..

Aboard a comfortable, open-top, double-decker bus, admire top city attractions, such as Rome’s must-see Colosseum – the scene

of gory gladiator battles during the Roman Empire – and Piazza Venezia with its ostentatious Monument to Vittorio Emanuele II.

Pass downtown streets near the eye-catching Trevi Fountain or perhaps hop off at Vatican City to visit one of the most sacred

places in Christendom. With your ticket, you can remain on the bus for an entire loop (roughly 1.5-2 hours) as you listen to the

informative audio commentary, or you can hop on and off at any of the eight stops around the city to explore Rome’s countless

delights. Overnight at Hotel

Day 2 Rome

Breakfast at Hotel, today continure with your Discover Rome with Hop On Hop Off 48hours Ticket. There is no better way to see

Rome than on a double-decker, hop-on hop-off bus! See top Rome attractions on this comprehensive sightseeing tour, such as

Vatican City, the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Tiber Island and much more. The buses are open top which allows you to enjoy full

360 degree panoramic views as you travel along your route. Hop on and off as many times as you like at any of the eight stops

around Italy’s captivating capital city. One of the world’s most compelling cities, Rome has more to see than most other capitals

all put together. Layers of history have left the city with architectural treasures scattered at every twist and turn, and its

Baroque piazzas and ancient antiquities are a joy to behold.. Aboard a comfortable, open-top, double-decker bus, admire top

city attractions, such as Rome’s must-see Colosseum – the scene of gory gladiator battles during the Roman Empire – and Piazza

Venezia with its ostentatious Monument to Vittorio Emanuele II. Pass downtown streets near the eye-catching Trevi Fountain or

perhaps hop off at Vatican City to visit one of the most sacred places in Christendom. With your ticket, you can remain on the

bus for an entire loop (roughly 1.5-2 hours) as you listen to the informative audio commentary, or you can hop on and off at any

of the eight stops around the city to explore Rome’s countless delights. Overnight at Hotel

Day 3 Rome – Florence

Breakfast at Hotel. In the morning around 10am a departure transfer to a Railway Station to connect your train to Florence. Meet

upon arrival and transfer to your Hotel. The rest of the day you are free to enjoy Florence. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 4 Florence – Venice

Breakfast at Hotel. Today experience the Hop On Hop Off Tour of Florence. Explore Florence with 2 routes on this Hop On Hop Off

tour. In the romantic region of Tuscany lies the jewel City of the Renaissance, Florence. Surrounded by the Appenine Mountain

chain, it lies in a fertile valley surrounded by the charming Tuscan vineyards and olive groves. The art galleries and museums of

Florence are renowned throughout the world and holidaymakers flock to admire the superb David of Michelangelo, the Venus of

Botticelli and the stunning Duomo with its marble facade which glows in the golden sunlight. The start point for Line A is S M

Novella Station and for Line B is S.Frediano. Later in the afternoon at around 2pm departure transfer to Florence Railway Station

to connect your train to Venice St Lucia Station. Arrive in Venice and you will be transferred to your Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 5 Venice

Breakfast at Hotel. In the morning make your own way to the Tourist Office, Plaza San Marcos by 0900hrs. Join a Guided Walking

Tour of Venice (SIC Basis). This interesting tour is centred around the history of St. Mark's Square and its main monuments. Visit

the St. Mark's Basilica with its marble and mosaics and the Ducal Palace where the old Republic of Venice exercised their political

and commercial powers in the Doge Palace. Cross the Bridge of Sighs arriving at the famous Venice Jail. Finishing off the tour is

the opportunity to visit the glass factory on the island of Murano (The visit to Murano is optional and not included in the walking

tour). The rest of the afternoon you are free to explore Venice. Overnight at Hotel.
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Day 6 Venice – Milan

Breakfast at Hotel. There will be a departure transfer to the train station to connect train to Milan. Arrive and transfer to your

Hotel by afternoon. Check into Hotel by 1400hrs. Rest of the afternoon free to explore Milan for shopping. Overnight at hotel.

Day 7 Milan

Breakfast at Hotel. Today explore Hop On Hop Off Milan Tour which offers two routes with one ticket. With it's panoramic open

top double-decker red buses, it offers you the opportunity to discover this busy and attractive City from a preferential point of

view. With two lines and 12 stops, both lines touch the most popular sights of Milan. The first being the magnificent Gothic

Cathedral of Duomo. The second is the world famous La Scala Opera House, and the third is the beautiful fortress of the Castello

Sforzesco. Overnight at Hotel

Day 8 Milan

Breakfast at Hotel. Day free at leisure until departure transfer to Airport.

Package Includes:

● 7 Nights Accommodation at Hotels as mentioned or similar

● Continental Breakfast Daily

● Return Airport or Train Station Transfers in all Cities

● Train travel between Rome – Florence – Venice – Milan

● Sightseeing Tours on Seat In Coach Tours as mentioned in program



9D8N GLAMOURS OF ITALY & SWITZERLAND PRIVATE TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/9days-8nights-glamours-of-italy-switzerland-private-tour

Day 1 Rome Welcome to Rome! A glorious city rich in classical antiquities, medieval buildings, Renaissance Palaces and Baroque

Churches. Upon arrival at Rome Airport you will be met and transferred to your Hotel. Check into Hotel by 1400hrs. Rest of the

day you are free at your leisure to explore or relax. Perhaps spend some time in the boutiques of the Via del Corso or the elegant

designer stores in the neighborhood of the Via Condotti. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 2 Rome – Florence Breakfast at Hotel. Take a Guided City Panoramic Tour of Rome. This tour introduces you to the grandeur

part of the City. Being one of the richest communities in the world, the independent Vatican State holds superb Vatican Museums

which you will be able to visit. This includes the Treasure House of the Catholic faith with vast collections of ancient and

Renaissance Art, gathered by Popes over the ages. Marvel at Raphael's brilliant work as you continue into the Sistine Chapel and

glorious masterpieces of Michelangelo's frescoes. Now enter St Peter's Basilica, observing Michelangelo's early ‘Pieta’ and Bernini's

‘Popes' Altar sited above the spot where St Peter is reputed to have been crucified. Cross the Tiber to hear tales of the glory of

Ancient Rome as you view the Colosseum and overlook the Forum. Later we proceed to Florence. Arrive and check into Hotel.

Overnight at Hotel.

Day 3 Florence – Pisa – Venice Breakfast at Hotel. Take a Guided Walking Tour of Florence. This itinerary allows you to discover

the origins of Florence and the reasons that made her the birthplace of the Renaissance. The tour which lasts about 2 hours, is

dedicated to all those who wish to learn more about the facts and secrets of over 2,000 years of Florentine History. These include

the City of Dante, Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and other important figures. We depart from Piazza della Repubblica where

we discuss the City's Roman origins and then walk towards nearby Palazzo Davanzati where we will embark on an interior tour.

Afterward we amble through some of the less crowded streets towards Ponte Vecchio and finally enter Piazza Signoria through

the Uffizi Courtyard. From this main Piazza and Civic Center, our tour takes us past the Oratory of the Bonomini next to the

House of Dante until we reach the City's religious center. The tour finishes with the Cathedral and The Baptistery of St. John.

Later we proceed to Pisa where you will see the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Later continue to Venice. Arrive in Venice and proceed by

Water boat (Admission Included) to your Hotel on Venice Island and check into Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 4 Venice Breakfast at Hotel. This morning proceed for a Panoramic Walking Guided Tour of Venice. This interesting tour is

centered around the history of St. Mark's Square and its main monuments. As well as visiting St. Mark's Basilica with its marble

and mosaics, you can spectate the Ducal Palace where the Old Republic of Venice exercised their political and commercial

powers in the Doge Palace. Next you will cross the Bridge of Sighs arriving at the famous Venice Jail. Finishing off the tour is the

opportunity to visit the glass factory on the island of Murano (This visit to Murano is optional and not included in the Walking

Tour). You will also enjoy a Gondola Ride (Admission Included). Afternoon free at your leisure to explore Venice. Overnight at

Hotel.

Day 5 Venice – Verona – Milan Breakfast at Hotel. You will proceed to the mainland by Water Taxi (Boat Included) and meet your

Vehicle where you will be driven to Milan via Verona. Rest of the day is free at leisure. Check into Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 6 Milan – Lucerne Breakfast at Hotel. A Milan Guided City Panoramic Tour will include a panoramic view of the city with

your tour guide. Later there will be a one hour walking tour of Milan which will include a visit to The Duomo. In the afternoon

proceed to Lucerne. Arrive and check in Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

Day 7 Lucerne – Mt Titlis – Lucerne Breakfast at Hotel. This morning proceed to Engleberg where you will take the Mt Titlis

Tour.(Admission Included) An adventure excursion to the highest vantage point in Central Switzerland. A pleasant ride with our

deluxe motor coach takes you to the mountain resort of Engelberg in Central Switzerland, where you will board the aerial cable

way for a 45 minute journey from the green valley bottom to the high alpine glacier region at 3020 m/10000 ft which guarantees

snow the whole year round. Enjoy a magnificent ride in the world's first ever revolving 'ROTAIR' gondola, which offers a 360°

panoramic view into the Alps. During the 2 hours stay on the mountain visit the Ice Grotto, experience the new 'Ice Flyer' - chair

lift ride over the glacier with fantastic views into crevasses and ice falls and enjoy a snow slide on the 'Fun Lift'. (These activities

are included in our tour). After the descent to Engelberg we board our coach for drive to Lucerne. You will get an Orientation

Tour of Lucerne where you will see the Lion Monument and then Chapel Bridge. Overnight at Hotel.
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Day 8 Lucerne – Jungfrau – Interlaken Breakfast at Hotel, today we proceed to Grindelwald Grund where we take the train to

Jungfrau. (Admission Included) via Kleine Scheidegg to Jungfraujoch, Europe's highest railway station. Board an unforgettable

Alpine tour to the majestic world of the Jungfraujoch – Towering at 11,333 feet (3,454 meters) you're officially at the top of

Europe. Visit the Ice Palace and Sphinx Observation Terrace. Later return back to Grindelwald Grund Station where you meet

your driver and proceed to Interlaken. Arrive and check in hotel. Free time to explore this beautiful city on your own. Overnight

at Hotel.

Day 9 Interlaken– Zurich Breakfast at Hotel. Departure transfer to Zurich Airport or train station to connect your flight or train

to your onward destination.



10D LET’S GO “TI AMO” ITALY SAN MARINO + CINQUE TERRE TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/9days-8nights-glamours-of-italy-switzerland-private-tour

DAY 01: DEPARTURE / ROME (Meal on Board)

Assemble at airport for flight to Rome, Italy.

DAY 02: ROME (Lunch)

- Rome: Visit Vatican City's St Peter's Basilica, completed in 1626. See the famous 'Pieta' by Michelangelo.

- Make a photo stop at one of Rome's famous landmark, Colosseum, also known as Flavian Amphitheatre, completed in AD 80. See

the newly restored Trevi Fountain, toss a coin over your left shoulder into the fountain and make a wish!

DAY 03: ROME / SAN GIMIGNANO / TUSCANY (Buffet Breakfast, Dinner)

- Excursion to San Gimignano: Visit this Unesco World Heritage Site medieval walled city in Tuscany. Take a walking tour to view

the Town Hall, Collegiate Church of Santa Maria Assunta, Piazza Del Duomo and Piazza Della Cisterna. Tonight, enjoy a 6 course

Italian Dinner with wine Overnight in Tuscany Region

DAY 04: TUSCANY / FLORENCE / PISA (Buffet Breakfast, Lunch)

- Florence: Experience the local train ride to Florence city centre. Visit the historical old town, the birthplace of Italian

Renaissance.Take a walking tour to view Piazza Del Duomo, Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, Piazza Della Signoria and Ponte

Vecchio.

DAY 05: PISA/ CINQUE TERRE / PARMA (Buffet Breakfast)

- Pisa: Make a photo stop at this famous icon of Italy. View the Leaning Tower of Pisa, Baptistery and Duomo Cathedral

- Cinque Terre: Take a train ride to visit 3 of the villages.

DAY 06: PARMA / SAN MARINO / VENICE (Buffet Breakfast, Dinner)

- Excursion to San Marino: Take a cable car to visit the hilltop, enclaved microstate of San Marino, surrounded by Italy. Take a

walking tour to view Basilica di San Marino, Piazza della Liberta and Castello della Guaita. Overnight in Venice region

DAY 07: VENICE / DESIGNER OUTLET / VENICE (Buffet Breakfast, Dinner)

- Venice: Board a private Water Taxi to the island of Venice

- View the Bridge of Sighs, Piazza San Marco, St Mark's Basilica, Doge's Palace, and visit the famous Venetian Glass Blowing

Factory

- Designer Outlet - Have some free time shopping for designer brands at discounted prices.

- Overnight in Venice region

DAY 08: VENICE / MILAN (Buffet Breakfast, Dinner)

- Milan: Visit the Fashion Capital of Italy. View the Duomo Gothic Cathedral which is the 3rd largest church in the world, Victor

Emmanuel II Galleria, Da Vinci Square and La Scala Opera House.

DAY 09: MILAN / HOME (Buffet Breakfast, Meals on Board)

Free at leisure till transfer to airport

DAY 10: HOME

Remarks:

● Factory Outlet maybe replaced with another outlet to enhance smoother itinerary

● Routing may vary depending on IN/OUT city

● The sequence of the itinerary and hotel are subject to change without prior notice in the event of unforeseen

circumstance

● During major conferences, fairs & festivals, accommodation may be located in an alternate city without prior notice

● In the event that a place of visit or attraction is closed to visitors, it will be replaced with an alternative if possible

● Winter scheduled departures may have 5% - 10% changes to the itinerary due to inclusion of weather dependent

attractions/activities

● Some accommodations may not have specific twin or double room types.
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10D9N GLAMOURS OF AUSTRIA & ITALY TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/10-days-9-nights-glamours-of-austria-italy-tour-package

DAY 1: VIENNA

Meet and greet upon arrival and transfer to your Hotel. Check into Hotel by 1400hrs.

Rest of the day free at leisure.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 2: VIENNA – SALZBURG

Breakfast at Hotel. Take the Morning City Tour & Schönbrunn (SIC Basis) (Pick up from most Hotels in Vienna City). This tour will

give you an overall impression of the most significant historical sights of Vienna. Along the Ringstrasse we

show you numerous grand buildings, such as the MAK, the State Opera House, the magnificent Museum of Fine Arts with its world

famous art treasures of the Habsburgs and the Natural History Museum. The cultural district the Museums Quartier is home to the

Hofburg (the former Habsburg winter residence), the Parliament, the City Hall and the Burg Theatre. The highlight of this tour

will be a visit of the showrooms of Schönbrunn Palace; once the summer residence of the Habsburg Family and home of Maria

Theresia. On the way back to the Opera we pass by the Belvedere Palace. Later return to your Hotel. In the afternoon we will

depart to Salzburg (Standard Train Travel Included). Meet upon arrival in Salzburg and transfer to your Hotel.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 3: SALZBURG – INNSBRUCK

Breakfast at Hotel. In the morning you will have a Half Day Salzburg City Tour of Sound (SIC Basis) (You have to make your own

way to the starting point of this tour at Mirabellplatz, directly in front of St. Andrä Church). This wonderful ride will show you

the breathtaking views of the landscape where the opening scenes of the film “Sound of Music” were filmed. Relax and listen to

the original “Sound of Music” soundtrack. Our English speaking guide not only shows you the highlights of the film “Sound of

Music” but also the historical and architectural landmarks in the City, as well as the picturesque Lake District.

The tour will last for around 4 hours. Later return to your Hotel on your own. In the afternoon departure transfer to the train

station to connect to your train to Innsbruck (Standard Train Travel Included). Arrive in Innsbruck and transfer to your Hotel.

Check into Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 4: INNSBRUCK

Breakfast at Hotel. Today is free to just explore this breathtaking town in the Alps, visit the Crystal Factory Showroom or just

relax. Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 5: INNSBRUCK – VENICE

Breakfast at Hotel. Take the departure transfer to the train station to connect your train to Venice (Standard Train Included).

Meet upon arrival in Venice St Lucia Station and transfer to your Hotel.

Check into Hotel. Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 6: VENICE

Breakfast at Hotel. In the morning make your own way to the Tourist Office, Plaza San Marcos by 0900hrs. Here you will have a

Guided Walking Tour of Venice (SIC). This interesting tour is centred around the history of St. Mark's Square and its main

monuments.

We will be visiting the St. Mark's Basilica with its marble and mosaics, and the Ducal Palace where the old Republic of Venice

exercised their political and commercial powers in the Doge Palace. Then cross the Bridge of Sighs arriving at the famous Venice

Jail.

The rest of the afternoon free to explore Venice.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 7: VENICE – FLORENCE

Breakfast at Hotel. Check out of Hotel. Join the departure transfer to train station to connect train to Florence (Standard Train

Travel Included). Arrive and transfer to your Hotel by afternoon. Check into Hotel. Then you can make your own way to join the

Hop On Hop Off Tour of Florence.
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Explore Florence with 2 routes on this Hop On Hop Off tour. In the romantic region of Tuscany lies the jewel city of the

Renaissance, Florence. Surrounded by the Appenine Mountain chain it lies in a fertile valley surrounded by the charming Tuscan

vineyards and olive groves.

The art galleries and museums of Florence are renowned throughout the world and holidaymakers flock to admire the superb

David of Michaelangelo, the Venus of Botticelli and the stunning Duomo with its marble façade which glows in the golden

sunlight. The start point for Line A is S M Novella Station and for Line B is S. Frediano. Make your own way back to your Hotel.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 8: FLORENCE – ROME

Breakfast at Hotel. Continue on your Hop On Hop Off Tour of Florence. Explore Florence with 2 routes on this Hop On Hop Off

tour. In the romantic region of Tuscany lies the jewel city of the Renaissance, Florence. Surrounded by the

Appenine Mountain chain it lies in a fertile valley surrounded by the charming Tuscan vineyards and olive groves.

The art galleries and museums of Florence are renowned throughout the world and holidaymakers flock to admire the superb

David of Michelangelo, the Venus of Botticelli and the stunning Duomo with its marble façade which glows in the golden sunlight.

The start point for Line A is S M Novella Station and for Line B is S. Frediano. Later return to your Hotel and you will be

transferred at around 2pm to Florence Train Station to connect your train to Rome (Standard Train Travel Included).

Arrive in Rome and you will be transferred to your Hotel.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 9: ROME

Breakfast at Hotel. Discover Rome with Hop On Hop Off 24hours Ticket. There is no better way to see Rome than on a

double-decker, hop-on hop-off bus! See top Rome attractions on this comprehensive sightseeing tour, such as Vatican City, the

Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Tiber Island and much more. The buses are open top which allows you to enjoy full 360 degree

panoramic views as you travel along your route. Hop on and off as many times as you like at any of the eight stops around Italy’s

captivating capital city. One of the world’s most compelling cities, Rome has more to see than most other capitals all put

together. Layers of history have left the city with architectural treasures scattered at every twist and turn, and its Baroque

piazzas and ancient antiquities are a joy to behold.. Aboard a comfortable, open-top, double-decker bus, admire top city

attractions, such as Rome’s must-see Colosseum – the scene of gory gladiator battles during the Roman Empire – and Piazza

Venezia with its ostentatious Monument to Vittorio Emanuele II. Pass downtown streets near the eye-catching Trevi Fountain or

perhaps hop off at Vatican City to visit one of the most sacred places in Christendom.

With your ticket, you can remain on the bus for an entire loop (roughly 1.5-2 hours) as you listen to the informative audio

commentary, or you can hop on and off at any of the eight stops around the city to explore Rome’s countless delights.

Overnight at Hotel.

DAY 10: ROME

Breakfast at Hotel.

Day free at leisure until departure transfer to Rome Airport for your onward journey.

Tour includes

● 9 Nights Accommodation at Hotels as mentioned or similar

● Continental Breakfast Daily

● Return Airport or Train Station Transfers

● Train Travel – Vienna – Salzburg – Innsbruck – Venice – Florence – Rome

● Sightseeing Tours on Seat In Coach Tours as mentioned in program

Tour excludes

● Flight fare

● Tip

● Meals

● Items not mention



11D10N BEST OF SWITZERLAND & ITALY

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/11d10n-best-of-switzerland-italy-tour-packages

DAY 01: ROME

Arrive at the airport. Then, transfer to hotel for check-in. Start Discover Rome

with Hop on Hop Off 48 hours Ticket. Enjoy the attractions and sightseeing tour

such as Vatican City, the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Tiber Island and much more.

Also, you must see Rome Colosseum, Piazza Venezia, and Christendom. Tour is for

( 1.5-2 hours). Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 02: ROME-FLORENCE

Breakfast at the hotel. After that, you can start Discover Rome with Hop on Hop

Off 48 hours Ticket. Enjoy the attractions and sightseeing tour such as Vatican

City, the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain, Tiber Island and much more. Also, you must

see Rome Colosseum, Piazza Venezia, and Christendom. Tour is for (1.5-2 hours).

In the afternoon, you will have a transfer to train station to Florence. Overnight

at the hotel.

DAY 03: FLORENCE-PISA-FLORENCE

Breakfast at the hotel. After that, you can experience the Hop on Hop off Tour of

Florence. There two routes sit the romantic region Tuscany. Visit art galleries and

museums of Florence renowned throughout the world and holidaymakers flock to

admire the superb David of Michaelangelo, Venus of Botticelli and stunning Duomo

After that; you can proceed by your own to the starting point of Half Day

Excursion to Pisa through Tuscan Countryside. Arrival in Pisa, you will be taken to

walking tour of Piazza dei Miracoli and its monuments (exterior). Dazzled by the

Leaning Tower of Pisa and the round shaped Baptistery surrounded by its

suggestive columned arcades. After that, you will visit the Church of San Sisto

and Piazza dei Cavalieri. Return to Florence by evening. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 04: FLORENCE-VENICE

Breakfast at the hotel and you free to explore Florence on your own. Depart to

Florence Railway Station to Venice St Lucia Station in the midday. Arrive in Venice

and transfer to hotel for check-in. Free for the rest of the day to explore this

romantic city. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 05: VENICE

Breakfast at the hotel. After that, make your way to the Tourist Office, Plaza San

Marcos. You will join the Guided Walking Tour of Venice (SIC Basis). This tour

centered around St.Mark's Square and main monument. Visit St Mark Basilica and

Ducal Palace (visit to Murano is optional and excluded in the walking tour). Free

time to explore Venice. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 06: VENICE-MILAN

Breakfast at the hotel. Depart transfer to train station to Milan. Arrive and

transfer to hotel for check-in. Explore Hop on Hop off Milan Tour in the

afternoon. It is two routes with one ticket and offers to discover this attractive city from a unique point of view. With 12 stops,

the first is the magnificent Gothic Cathedral of Duomo. The second one is the world famous La Scala Opera House and the third is

the beautiful fortress of Castello Sforzesco. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 07: MILAN-INTERLAKEN

Breakfast at the hotel. Next, you can continue with your Hop on Hop off Milan Tour. It is two routes with one ticket and offers to

discover this attractive city from a unique point of view. With 12 stops, the first is the magnificent Gothic Cathedral of Duomo.

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/11d10n-best-of-switzerland-italy-tour-packages


The second one is the world famous La Scala Opera House and the third is the beautiful fortress of Castello Sforzesco. Overnight

at the hotel.

DAY 08: INTERLAKEN-JUNGFRAU-TOP OF EUROPE

Breakfast at the hotel. You will have to proceed this tour at the train station of Interlaken by your own. Start Full Day Tour

Jungfrau on train basis with amazing Alpine journey to the Jungfraujoch ( top of Europe). Visit Ice Palace and magnificent view

from the Sphinx Observation Terrace. The downhill mountain trip will take us to Interlaken. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 09: INTERLAKEN-LUCERNE

Breakfast at the hotel. After that, enjoy free time in the morning before check out. Depart from transferring to train station to

the Lucerne (Standard Train Travel Included). Arrive and pick up to be transferred to the hotel for check-in. Proceed by your own

to Lucerne Tourist Office for the Full Day Tour to Mt Titlis (SIC Basis). You will experience adventure excursion in Central

Switzerland. Head up to the mountain resort of Engelberg and board the aerial cableway (45-minute journey) to the high alpine

glacier. Enjoy the panoramic view by ride-in the world first revolving 'ROTAIR' Gondola. Visit the Ice Grotto, experience the new

Ice Flyer, chair lift with fantastic light and snow slide on Fun Lift ( included in Tour) during the 2-hour stay. Drive back to Lucerne

and enjoy a short tour of Lucerne and shopping time for 1 hour. Overnight at the hotel. Overnight at the hotel.

DAY 10: LUCERNE-ZURICH

Breakfast at the hotel. Check out Next, head to the bus station for the Best Zurich City Tour (2.5 hours). Zurich is well known for

the award of "city with the world's best quality of life." Just relax on your coach while our tour guide explains the attraction. Pass

by the National Museum, a picture stop at the port of 'Enge,' St Peter Church, Grossmunster Church, and the Fraumunster. A short

walk through the Old Town, drive back on Limmatquai at Sihlquai bus parking. Make your way back to the hotel and overnight at

hotel.

DAY 11: ZURICH

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure transfer to Zurich airport or Train station for onward journey

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

● 10 nights accommodation

● Breakfast daily

● Return Airport or Train Station Transfer (Private)

● Train Travel-Rome/Florence/Venice/Milan/Interlaken/Lucerne/Zurich

● Sightseeing Tours on seat in Coach Tours as mentioned in program



13D LET’S GO ITALY SWITZERLAND PARIS + UNLIMITED SNOW TOBOGGANING TOUR

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/13d-let-s-go-italy-switzerland-paris-unlimited-snow-tobog
ganing

DAY 01: DEPARTURE / ROME (Meals On Board)

Assemble at airport for your Long haul flight to the capital city of Italy-Rome.

DAY 02: ROME (Lunch, Local Italian Dinner)

- Visit St Peter's Basilica in the Vatican City- the world's largest cathedral where you would find one of Michelangelo's finest work-

"Pieta"

- Guided tour of Sistine Chapel (*VIP entrance included)

- Photo-stop at Colosseum

- Walk pass the Roman Forum

- View the Piazza Venezia

- Visit Trevi Fountain and throw the coins believe to bring the thrower good luck (right hand over left shoulder)

DAY 03: ROME / FLORENCE / FACTORY OUTLET / TUSCANY (Buffet Breakfast, 6 course Tuscan Dinner with wine)

- Drive pass the Chianti Region to Central Tuscany

- Factory outlet - Discounted Price of 30% - 70% from 110 major brands

- Florence walking tour of the Historic Center- declared by UNESCO a world Heritage Site

- View the exterior facade of the Duomo Cathedral, Piazza Signoria, Ponte Vecchio, 'Piggy Market'

DAY 04: TUSCANY / PISA / VENICE ISLAND (Buffet Breakfast, Dinner)

- Visit the Square of Miracles to appreciate the famous trio: The Leaning Tower of Pisa, which is actually the bell tower, the

Baptistry and the Duomo

- Spend the night in a luxurious 5* hotel on Venice Islands (Hotel Danieli *featured in 'The

Tourist', Hotel Metropole, Hotel Westin, Hotel Boscolo or Hotel Hilton)

- Note: A 2 way porterage service will be provided if group is staying in Hilton Molino Stucky.

DAY 05: VENICE ISLANDS / MILAN (Buffet Breakfast, Lunch, 3 course Italian Dinner with Pizza Making Demonstration)

- Private water taxi to Venice - tour from St Mark's to Square and St Mark's Basilica

- Photostop at the Doges' Palace and Bridge of Sighs

- Entrance to the Glass Blowing factories with demonstration from the maestro

- 3 Course Italian Dinner with Pizza Making Demonstration

DAY 06: MILAN / SWISS ALPS (Buffet Breakfast, Lunch)

- View the Castello de Sforza which was originally a military fortress with defences improved by Leonardo da Vinci.

- Photo stop at the magnificent Gothic Duomo Cathedral

- Walk through Victor Emmanuel II Galleria to arrive in Da Vinci Square

- Photo stop at the statue of Leonardo Da Vinci and the world famous La Scala Opera House

- Enjoy spectacular view of Mont Blanc and its surroundings

- Cross the border to Switzerland

- Enjoy your hotel tonight with our exclusive upgrade to Alpine Resort

DAY 07: ALPINE RESORT / GLACIER 3000 / INTERLAKEN (Buffet Breakfast, 4 course Swiss Fondue Dinner)

- Included excursion to spectacular Snow Alps - Glacier 3000

- World highest Alpine Coaster (included)

- Featuring the first and only suspension bridge to connect 2 mountains

- Unlimited Snow Tobogganing fun

- Unlimited chairlift cable car ride

- Transfer to picturesque Switzerland countryside to Interlaken :

https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/13d-let-s-go-italy-switzerland-paris-unlimited-snow-tobogganing
https://www.dasiatravels.com/tour-package/13d-let-s-go-italy-switzerland-paris-unlimited-snow-tobogganing


DAY 08: INTERLAKEN / LUCERNE (Buffet Breakfast, Local Dinner)

- Lucerne Old Chapel Bridge

- Walking tour of the Old Town whereby we will stop at the biggest DFS shop in Switzerland - Bucherer. Here, you will find the

largest indoor ball rolling

- View the lion Monument - a gift from France to Switzerland to commemorate the valour of the Swiss Guards who defended King

Louis XVI during the French Revolution Alpine Resort

DAY 09: LUCERNE / TITISEE / LORRAINE (Buffet Breakfast, Black Forest Lunch)

- Travel to one of the most mysterious region of Germany- the beautiful resort of Titisee

- Cuckoo Clock making demonstration

- Sumptuous Black Forest Lunch with Black Forest Cake

- Overnight in Lorraine region

DAY 10: LORRAINE / PARIS (Buffet Breakfast, Montmartre 3 course French Dinner)

- Travel to the City of light as well as the capital of France-Paris

- Drive along Champs Elysees, Avenue of Paradise and the Place De La Concorde

- Photo stop at the Arc de Triomphe erected by Napoleon in 1806 as a memorial to his victorious battles

- View the Louvre Museum and its famous Glass Pyramid designed by I.M Pei.

- Shopping at Galeries Lafayette where you can purchase various designer brands at the biggest departmental store in Paris which

are 25%-35% cheaper than Singapore.

- Ascend Eiffel Tower 2nd level (Galeries Lafayette subject to store operation hours)

DAY 11: PARIS (Buffet Breakfast)

- Full day excursion bringing you to the Pont De Arts, Louvre courtyard photoshop, more relax time for shopping and Galleries

Lafayette. Visit Montmartre and its artist village, ending with a Seine River Cruise

DAY 12: PARIS / HOME (Buffet Breakfast, Meals on board)

- Free at leisure till transfer to airport

- We hope you had enjoyed your trip and we look forward to seeing you again.

DAY 13: HOME

Remarks:

Ascend Eiffel Tower 2nd Level may be replaced by Montparnasse at short notice


